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check out the full features and content of the game below: extremely high-tech warfare - you'll never run out of firepower! great weapons - with many of the best ever in an action game get to grips with the coolest options like voice commands and an epic arsenal switch from
helicopter to ground combat win through checkpoints and cinematic environments - no reloading beat the action on xbla this summer no matter where you play, the game keeps you busy with its hectic combat, initially with just basic light and medium weapons. as you

progress, you'll find yourself toting advanced weapons such as the law (lethal assault weapon) which uses a laser beam to rapidly blind enemies, and the granados which is basically a grenade launcher. after the game unlocks the next weapon, you'll have no trouble finding
even more advanced ones. there's plenty of weapons to choose from for each situation, and the way they'll be unlocked from level to level is by completing a certain objective. in the later levels, the game will also unlock special weapons such as stun bombs and fat man and
big bazooka. the game is available to download to a pc (windows xp, vista, 7 and 8) and mac (both intel and powerpc), and to be played with controllers or keyboard and mouse. it requires a 512 mb graphics card and a 1 ghz processor or faster to run the game properly. the
software is compatible with internet explorer, netscape, opera, mozilla, chrome, firefox, and many other browsers. there's an official site for the game and its developers, and the game can be purchased from steam and other online stores (such as gamersgate) for download.
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